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Supply List
Quilt-As-You-Go: Quilting Big Quilts on your Home Machine
Instructor: Melissa Marginet
Description: Several quilt-as-you-go methods will be covered in this class. Students will make
samples of different ways to attach pre-quilted sections or to attach unquilted sections to an
already quilted one and continue quilting. We will also look at patterns brought in by class
participants and discuss which method would be best suited to turn each pattern into quilt-asyou-go so you can feel confident making your quilt from beginning to end at home.
Supply list:
Sewing machine in good working order along with thread, bobbins, etc.
¼” foot, zipper foot
Cutting mat, ruler, rotary cutter
Fine Sharpie marker
Quilt patterns that you would like to convert to quilt-as-you-go
Please prepare the following quilt sandwich prior to class. Layer, a fat quarter each of muslin*,
batting, muslin* and quilt it all over except the last two inches on one short side. You can
meander, sew straight lines, or practice some motifs. This doesn’t have to be beautiful.
22” 2” not quilted

Also bring another fat quarter of muslin* and 10" x 22" piece of low loft batting.
* Muslin can be substituted with any light coloured cotton fabric that can be written on with a
sharpie marker as you will be making notes directly on the samples.
 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
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 Please put your name on all your supplies.


If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your order to us
ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when you arrive at the
conference at our on-site store

